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  GENERAL INFORMATION 
INFORMATION 

 

WHAT IS THE ‘ZAC’? 

It is the controlled access area, highlighted in green on the map. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

WHAT IS THE ‘ZPR’? 

This is the high security area, highlighted in red on the map. 
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PEDESTRIAN ACCESS 
 

ONCE THE ‘ZAC’ CONTROLLED ACCESS AREA IS OPEN 
(DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY) 

Do EDF Fla3 employees need a new site pass to access Fla1&2 (from the main 

entrance PAP)? 

No. They already have access with their universal site pass. They can therefore 

access Fla1&2. 

Do EDF Fla1&2 employees need a new site pass to access Fla3 (from the 

secondary entrance PAS)? 

No. The PEI form must be modified. 

Do EDF Fla1&2 employees need to change their pass codes to enter Fla3? 

No, the code for Fla1&2 will give access to Fla3. 

Those who have a Fla1&2 code as well as a Fla3 code will no longer be able to 
use the Fla3 code. 

Do EDF Fla3 employees need to change their pass code to enter Fla1&2? 

The universal site pass will provide access to both sites, with the same code (if the 

codes are different: the Fla1&2 code replaces the Fla3 code). 

Can Fla3 contractor employees access Fla1&2 (from the main entrance PAP)?  

No, except those employees who already have this access clearance and 

maintain it for work purposes.  

Can Fla1&2 contractor employees access Fla3 (from the secondary entrance PAS)? 

No, except certain contractor employees, as is the case now. In any event, 

contractor companies will have to produce an Individual Health and Safety Plan 

(PPSPS). 

What are the arrangements for getting a site pass for Fla3 (from PAS)?      

The pass is encoded at Fla1&2. The secondary entrance PAS does not issue site 

passes. 
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PEDESTRIAN ACCESS 
 

ONCE THE ‘ZPR’ HIGH SECURITY AREA IS OPEN 
(DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY) 
 

Will new clearances be needed once the high security area is activated? 

The regulations in place at Flamanville 3 will be the same as those currently in 

force at Flamanville 1&2 (a universal site pass to access the site, personnel 

security checks on entry, x-ray scans of personal belongings, etc.). 

What are the arrangements for crossing over from one site to the other, from 
inside? 

This route will be limited to authorised personnel, dependent on their work activities.  

Personnel will cross over via 2 gates (P6 and the pumping station gate). Both 

gates will have attendants in the daytime. It will be necessary to call the 

gatekeeper to cross over at night-time. 

Are Fla1&2 employees authorised to enter Fla3 (via the internal gate)? 

All EDF employees – Fla 1&2, Fla 3 and AFA (Flamanville 3 Development) – should 

have access to the whole site. 

For contractors, a list of companies must be drawn up, as they will be working on 

a site operating under Decree 94 and will therefore require an Individual Health 

and Safety Plan (PPSPS). 

Are Fla3 employees authorised to enter Fla1&2 (via the internal gate)? 

All EDF Fla3 and AFA (Flamanville 3 Development) employees and some 
contractors. 

When will the Site Emergency Response Centre (CCL) replace the Emergency Control      
Centre (BDS)? 

The CCL will take over – and the BDS will no longer be in use – with the switchover 

to the Internal Emergency Plan (March 2019). 

In the event of an emergency exercise, how does one get to the Site Emergency 
Response Centre (CCL)? 

From outside, before 07/01, and using the protected evacuation route, after 07/01. 

How much time does one need to cross over to the other site (Operational Service 
Centre BH-POE)? 

Approximately 15 minutes. 5 



 
 

VEHICLE ACCESS 
 

ONCE THE ‘ZAC’ CONTROLLED ACCESS AREA IS OPEN 

How do vehicles with access passes, and delivery and transport vehicles, access 

Fla1&2? 

Via the main entrance (PAP) up until 07/01/19. 

Via the secondary entrance (PAS) from 07/01/19, except for particular vehicles (such 

as those with deliveries for the CCAS canteen), which will continue to transit via the 

PAP. 

How do vehicles with access passes, and delivery and transport vehicles, 

access Fla3? 

Via the secondary entrance (PAS) as from 15/12/2018. 

Which access route will emergency services use?  

    The secondary entrance, PAS. 

ONCE THE ‘ZPR’ HIGH SECURITY AREA IS OPEN 

What is the purpose of the vehicle bay at Fla1&2? 

To transit particular vehicles, such as those with CCAS-canteen deliveries.  

        How does a Fla3 deliveryman get a site pass? 

The deliveryman parks up on the ‘Poids Lourds’ (heavy goods vehicles) car park 

(located in front of the Magasin Relais). He takes a shuttle bus to Fla1&2 and 

collects his site pass (from the main entrance, PAP). 

How long do these access formalities take? (estimate)  

    Thirty minutes. 

Is there a counter dedicated exclusively to issuing Fla3 site passes?  

    No. 
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PARKING 
 

What are the arrangements for using the other car parks? 

Until the end of 2019, the Inter Company Association (AIE) will be running shuttle 

buses for Fla3 park-and-ride facilities. 

There are no plans for an additional shuttle service connecting the secondary 

entrance (PAS) and the 400-space car park, cliff-side car park and workforce 

canteen (RIE) car park. 

Will there be internal shuttle buses at Fla3, within the controlled access area 

(ZAC), that will drive up to the headland? 

Up until fuel loading, there will be an internal shuttle bus on the Fla3 side, that will 

stop at the secondary entrance (PAS), the contractor living quarters complex, and 

the top of the cliff.    

Are there plans for motorbike parking? 

There are no plans for additional motorbike parking, aside from the 

existing parking area. 
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 DELIVERIES 

 

What is the receipt and transfer facility (MRC)? 

It replaces the Flamanville 1&2 intermediate store (Magasin Relais). It is a shared 

facility for all 3 Flamanville units, designed to receive and expedite packages.   

A contractor’s charter will be produced, detailing its terms of operation: for Fla3 – 

the Nuclear Generation Division (DPN): the charter will be circulated to contractors 

by our Industrial Policy Manager – as soon as official notice is given that the 

controlled access (ZAC) and high security (ZPR) areas are open. 

What will the Fla1&2 Magasin Relais be used for?  

    It will no longer exist. 

What are the MRC’s arrangements / working hours?  

     MRC opening times are: 

• during power operation: from 7am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. 

 in outage, from 7am to 7pm, Monday to Saturday (in outage, the 

general store operates from 6am to 9pm, as necessary). 

How will spare parts for Fla1&2 be collected?  

      Internal shuttle buses, managed by Fla1&2, will transport spare parts. 

How will spare parts for Fla3 be collected? 

     Internal shuttle buses, managed by Fla1&2, will transport spare parts. 

How can a package be collected at Fla1&2 ?      

At the general store, as is currently the case. 

How can a package be collected at Fla3?  

     At the Operational Service Centre (POE) general store. 
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 CATERING 
  

 

Can Fla3 employees use the CCAS-canteen at Fla1&2?  

    Yes. 

How does one obtain a cater-card for use at the Fla1&2 CCAS-canteen? 

Request a cater-card from the SLV association at Fla1&2. 

Will the workforce canteen (RIE) remain open to EDF employees and 

contractors? 

Yes, until fuel loading. 
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PLANT TOURS 

 

How will plant tours be managed? 

Until fuel loading, visitor tours (excluding technical visits) of Fla3 will continue to 

be managed by the public information centre (CIP), under the responsibility of 

AFA (Flamanville 3 Development). Following fuel loading, plant tours will be the 

responsibility of Fla3 DPN. 

There will be no change to the Flamanville 1&2 visitor tours (which will continue to 

be overseen by CIP). 

What is the procedure for visitor tours? 

Access to Fla3 is subject to the same rules as access to Fla1&2, with a minimum of 

3 weeks needed to obtain a site pass. 

There are no changes to the Flamanville 1&2 visitor tours. 

Can Fla1&2 employees visit the Fla3 plant?  

     No. Except for specific operations. 

Can Fla3 employees visit Fla1&2 plant?  

     No. Except for specific operations. 

Can family members and friends visit the plants? 

As is the case today, they can do so but only as part of the visitor tours 

offered by the public information centre (CIP). 
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